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The role of psychology in tennis and how to advocate its use are practiced by world-class
specialists in mental preparation, coaches and tennis players. This book presents a passionate
look at tennis people who are aware of this. People who constantly search for ways to work with
players even as the sport continuously evolves. These include: Jim Taylor, Antoni Girod, Lan
Bale, Jack Broudy, Tom Veneziano, Ed Tseng, Andy Dowsett, Johan Kriek, Mark Holdstock,
Allistair McCaw and Patrick Mouratoglou. The tennis coaches, former players, mental coaches
and life coach have different perspective, different point of views and opinions, different attitude
towards key and fundamental things in sport of tennis and mental aspects but also the evolving
issues. This book is also dedicated to the journey of world tennis, not only for fans, but for the
psychology of sports enthusiasts and those who want to be a combination of these two
disciplines, seeking to know more.BOOK REVIEW: It is a very entertaining book that can be
read by all kinds of people - both children and adults. The book is as well for those who have no
knowledge of tenis and as well for the professionals. Although aimed mostly for coaches, they
can also be enjoy it by beginners or for those who are looking to have a deeper knowledge about
tennis. The book is made by coaches, sports psychologists and former players, which gives it a
very interesting and broad perspective of those who have been in the field and can speak more
properly on the subject, covering a variety of perspectives, topics, methods and techniques to
implement either to your own game like for others. The way in which the book is made makes it
simple to read, starting with the issues that are easy to understand and very important at the
momento of analyzing a game. In the same way as the topics are distributed throughout the
reading, it is a journey through the world of tennis, past by the great figures as are Federer and
Nadal, for the secrets that has the game, the internal and external factors to be taken into
account, as picking the team, as well other topics that make up the sports world.
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“Note the role of psychology in tennis. (…) The list of the psychological characteristics
determines whether athletes will be able to make full use of their skills, both in training and
competition. Often in my practice, sports psychologists met with players who were masters of
training, but their skills in no way could translate into a situation of competition. Contrary to
appearances, sporting talent and physical skills do not guarantee success because they often
postpone the match situation that determines the psychological factor. Psychology plays an
important role in the career of every player. Most speak about it in the context of stress. Our
psyche should be our greatest ally, as it can largely improve the physical condition necessary to
be successful. The purpose of psychological training is, in this case, a situation where body and
mind will work in harmony with each other. The point is that our thoughts, and emotions caused
by them, did not affect the limit of our capabilities through the resulting tension in the body.
(…)Psychological training helps in taming stress and difficult situations during the game. It also
helps to develop ways to cope in these moments. Both the continuous improvement of the
technical and tactical elements, as well as the experience acquired, should become an integral
part of the training, including psychological exercises.It seems that reactions of the player to the
referee are not important elements of the match. But whether we like it or not, they may become



important for the final result. Anger, frustration and helplessness are a few of the feelings that
may arise on the occasion of an unjust decision of the umpire. Sometimes, the umpire may make
the wrong decision. Sometimes these decisions are favorable to us, and the opponent can move
out of balance. Common errors in judgment occur at key moments in almost every game.How to
deal with it?Competitor Siemens Team always says: “ It's worth trying to focus on this, over
which we have control. Over the umpire and his decisions, we do not have control! We need to
understand that the problem is not the wrong decision but our response to it. Does anger and
frustration change the decision made by the arbitrator? Many coaches say that players do not
lose by the errors of umpires but by its destructive reactions to these decisions. Prepare for the
wrong decisions of the referee. It will be easier than "being blocked" during the match. It is
important to accept that contact with the umpire and his presence at the tournaments are
integral parts of the game of tennis, as well as errors committed by him. The player should not
be allowed to dwell on elements beyond the influence on his attitude and outcome.”Paweł
HabratThe role of psychology in tennis and how to advocate its use are practiced by world-class
specialists in mental preparation, coaches and tennis players.This book presents a passionate
look at tennis people who are aware of this. People who constantly search for ways to work with
players even as the sport continuously evolves. These include: Jim Taylor, Antoni Girod, Lan
Bale, Jack Broudy, Tom Veneziano, Ed Tseng, Andy Dowsett, Johan Kriek, Mark Holdstock,
Allistair McCaw and Patrick Mouratoglou.This book is also dedicated to the journey of world
tennis, not only for fans, but for the psychology of sports enthusiasts and those who want to be a
combination of these two disciplines, seeking to know more.

Part 1Psychology in tennis. Mental skills. Psychology in tennis practice.Interview withJim
TaylorAntoni Girod

Dr Jim Taylor1. Why sport psychologist is needed in tennis?Like all sports, tennis is very
psychological. At the highest level, everyone has natural ability, great fitness and technique.
What separates players on any given day is their mind. Some players figure out the mental side
on their own. For others, just like with having a fitness trainer and coach, they need help with the
mental side of the game. That is where tennis psychologists comes in.2. How important is
developing mental skills in tennis?Essential for players to play their best. Motivation, confidence,
intensity, focus, and emotions are five of the most important areas that players need to master.3.
What psychological features/attributes/traits you consider as the most important in tennis?A
tennis player must be confident, mentally tough, motivated, and able to focus and re-focus
effectively. In a sport like tennis where the difference between winning a set (or match) can be
determined by a few inches, a player must be able to focus on the shot at hand, not be
distracted, believe that they will win, and utilize their passion to win.4. What age is the best to
start workout with mental abilities/factors?Although how the mental concepts are communicated
to the player will change based on their age, integrating them into a tennis workout can begin as



soon as they pick up a racquet. For example, a coach (or mental coach) can start working with a
player on focusing right away. Rather than discussing the importance of “focus”, they may stress
that the child “watch the ball” and point out the consequences if they don’t. Similarly, the skill of
self-talk can be utilized immediately. When a player starts to get frustrated after missing many
shots, a coach can emphasize the importance of the player telling themselves “Look, I am
already getting better!” or “I’ll make the next one”. For a more in depth understanding of things
like what motives the player to excel in tennis or in life, it is best to wait until the player develops
the cognitive ability required to understand these concepts. By middle school, a player will be
able to understand these concepts enough to integrate them into a workout.5. Which
psychological skills should have modern/contemporary/present tennis coach?The modern
tennis coach should have a good enough understanding of psychological skills that they can
identify where the players psychological strengths and weaknesses lie, and know how to
improve them. Additionally, a coach must be able to integrate the skills into the player’s game
based on the player’s physical strengths and weaknesses. A coach should have a firm
understanding of skills like concentration, motivation, and composure. Because a coach should
have an in depth understanding of the physical game of tennis, they will be able to relate mental
concepts to situations within matches and practices in a meaningful and helpful way. Finally, a
crucial skill for a tennis coach is the ability to structure and orchestrate quality practice sessions.
This involves knowing what the player needs to work on, and structuring practices so that they
are productive and focused on the specific areas of improvement.6. Do you think that searching
for champion’s psychological profile makes sense?Although tennis champions have many
psychological attributes in common (e.g., the ability to thrive under pressure, ultimate self-
belief), spending energy and resources searching for a champion’s profile may be misguided.
Psychological skills can be learned and developed. Rather than search for the ideal profile,
efforts could be more effectively used to develop areas of weakness within players who already
have some (but not necessarily all) of the attributes that make a tennis champion. By doing this,
the amount of players that are potential champions will greatly increase and the overall game of
all the players you work with will greatly improve.7. Do you think is it possible to set up
percentage influence/share of psychological/mental aspects taking into consideration/for the
result of the tennis match/game?There will be moments in a tennis match when psychological
skills (or the lack thereof) will become very obvious. If a player who has not double faulted the
entire match doubled faults in a tiebreaker to lose the match, mental aspects such as dealing
with pressure and emotional regulation might be said to have had a huge influence on the result.
However, one of the reasons developing mental aspects in players is so important is because
multiple mental aspects are at work continuously throughout a match. So, although an estimated
influence of mental aspects could be created, any such assignment would discount the constant
and continuous applicability of mental aspects in the game of tennis.8. Do you have to deal/meet
with term “psychologist”?Because many aspects of a player’s life can have an effect on their on-
court performance, it is important for us in the field of sport psychology to be quipped to view



and work with the person as a whole. In doing this, we inevitably do some work with players in
the more traditional “psychologist” sense. But our primary goal is to help a player perform better.
We can do this by spending time with the player on the court, helping them develop specific
mental techniques to use in their game, and developing their ability to use the mental and
physical aspects of tennis to maximize their performance. Other terms used to describe what we
do include “mental coach”, or “sport consultant”.9. What do you think about players who reply, “I
do not need psychologist/mental coach, because I do not have problems”? What do you
respond for that kind of replies?I would respond by communicating that it is a common
misperception that a mental coach is only necessary when the player has “problems”. The
primary reason (especially for elite level players) that players hire a mental coach is so they can
maximize the skills they already have, rather than fix their problems. Even if a player does not
think they have problems there is always room for improvement. Why wouldn’t you want to be
even more motivated, more confident, and more prepared on the court?10. Can you tell us about
three - the most frequent difficulties/obstacles you have to deal with/meet in everyday workout
with tennis players?One of the main obstacles that we deal with in everyday workouts with tennis
players is a fear of failure. Even in practice, players do not want to miss. Players do not want to
“fail”. This causes players to try too hard to control or guide their shots. A focus on the result of
their shots and the possibility of failure hurts a player’s ability to stay loose and trust themselves.
Another obstacle frequently encountered is a lack of passion and intensity during practice
sessions. Getting a player to attack a practice session as if it were as important as a match can
be difficult, but it will pay off in the end. A player who practices every day with the same passion
that they bring to matches will have put in the work required to come out on top when the
performance counts. A third obstacle dealt with frequently is that the player doesn’t want to push
their comfort zone. For example, a player who has a fierce inside-out-forehand will consistently
run around their backhand to hit the forehand during practice. Although it is essential to realize
and solidify a player’s strengths during practice sessions, they also need to develop their
weaknesses. If a player refuses to hit the backhand during a practice session what do you think
will happen during a match? When the match comes, the opponent might blast a forehand
approach shot down the line. If the player hasn’t worked on their backhand during practice, they
are probably going to make an error or hit it right to their opponent at the net. Working on shots
that are uncomfortable during practice will eventually result in the shots becoming comfortable
during a match.11. What does it mean to you “being good sports psychologist/mental coach”?
Being a good mental coach means providing athletes with direction and useful tools when
necessary, and helping them build skills so they can perform at the top of their capabilities,
consistently, when it counts. A good mental coach knows their athletes so well that they create
highly individualized programs that take into account the skills, personality, and goals of the
unique athlete. They are experts at understanding what is needed, and when. They know when
to step in and provide guidance, and when to encourage the athlete to come up with their own
solutions. In the end, the athlete will become self-reliant and integrate what they learn from the



mental coach into their game so well that it becomes automatic.12. What are the main
differences in mental way/aspect/point of view of the best tennis players in the world between
them?All of the best tennis players in the world share certain attributes. They often produce their
best tennis is conditions that would cause lesser players to crumble under the pressure. They
view challenges as opportunities rather than threats. Look into their eyes when they discuss an
upcoming match against a rival and you will see a focused intensity, and a glimmer of
excitement. That being said, they all have their own unique personalities and they utilize mental
aspects in their own unique way. Rafael Nadal plays as if an intense internal fire that never quits
is fueling him. His game is one of grit, determination, and explosiveness. Conversely, Roger
Federer is the essence of cool and collected. His game is a natural and relaxed masterpiece,
capable of striking at any time. The best players in the world may utilize mental aspects in
different ways, but the point is that they all use them. The best players in the world provide a
model that players at all levels can use to maximize their game. They develop a blend of mental
aspects, physical skills, and personality that works best for them. Then they use that blend to
devote 100% of themselves toward their performance.
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S J, “Fantastic Info. Stanski really has done all of us Tennis Players a great big favour here!It's
clear that the mindset and mental preparation is what seperates a good tennis player from the
best tennis players. Tennis Mental Game Secrets goes into depth on the different strategies and
ways to motivate and prepare yourself to win.Highly recommended reading!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Highly recommended. I very much liked the book, it contains all the right
info, it's right for tennis players, coaches or people learning the game.”

Mariusz Batorowicz, “I recommend: ). Very interesting information! I recommend :)”

Prasad Kailaje, “Tennis. Good read. Beginners can learn and start strengthen their mental make
up. Needs constant practice. Some pages are difficult to comprehend at first reading. But
second reading helps.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 2.7. 7 people have provided feedback.
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